Conformation of a neurokinin antagonist in solution. 2D NMR and restrained molecular dynamics study.
The hexapeptide [cyclo(Leu1 psi(CH2NH2)Leu2-Gln3-Trp4-Phe5-Gly6)]+1 is a potent antagonist of neurokinin A activity in tissues of hamster urinary bladder. The solution conformation of this cyclic hexapeptide has been characterized by the combined use of two dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and restrained molecular dynamics. The proton spectrum of the peptide was fully assigned by the sequential assignment procedure. Interproton distances were derived from crosspeak volumes in two dimensional Nuclear Overhauser Effect spectra, and dihedral angles were calculated from appropriate coupling constants. Temperature coefficients of the amide protons were determined. Restrained molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using the backbone interproton distances as constraints. During 210 ps of restrained molecular dynamics the peptide interconverted among three closely related families of conformations. These interconversions occurred at picosecond timescales under the simulation conditions.